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Highlight the challenges faced during the Preprocessing phase in Link Discovery workflow

Provide practical guidance in undertaking an interlinking project using Link Discovery frameworks
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Counties and Townlands

- 26 counties
- ~50,000 townlands

Image: www.wikipedia.org
Why OSi and DBpedia?

- Semantically heterogeneous datasets
- Added value for Linked Data applications that require authoritative geospatial data
- Expand the geospatial section of the LOD cloud
data.geohive.ie
Serving Ireland's geospatial information as Linked Data.

The data served by the OSI via the Linked Data frontend, query endpoints and files is licensed under CC BY 4.0.

Querying the Data

Boundary data is made available via a Triple Pattern Fragments server, which allows for efficient client-side querying and minimize the load on a server. OSI's Triple Pattern Fragment server is hosted on http://vma01.adaptcentre.ie/. Users can query this server with the following the following web client: http://client.geohive.ie/.

The Triple Pattern Fragments server currently contains three datasets:

- http://vma01.adaptcentre.ie/boundaries-default containing the features with their type, labels, and geometry generalized up to 100 meters.
- http://vma01.adaptcentre.ie/boundaries-50 containing the geometries generalized up to 50 meters.
LIMES Configuration File

- Source dataset
- Target dataset
- Instance properties for interlinking
- Metric expression or Machine Learning algorithm
- Acceptance threshold
- Review threshold
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Identifying the Dataset

Query 1

FILTER(REGEX(?subject, "townland", 'i'))

Query 2

?townland dbo:type dbr:Townland .

Query 3

?abstract bif:contains ""is a townland"

Query 4

Identifying the most suitable query to isolate the instances to be interlinked is a trial and error based iterative process.
Accessing the Dataset

Virtuoso

Snorql
• Interfaces for SPARQL endpoints can be unreliable
• An incomplete view via the interface might lead to errors
• The ingestion of whole dump requires additional skills and resources
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Selecting Properties

Similarity between labels of different townlands

“bally” 4451

“derry” 878

“Ballina” 21
There is added value in the geospatial information of entities in a Link Discovery workflow.
Selecting Similarity Measures

Machine Learning
- No training data
- Geometry comparison not supported by LIMES

String Similarity Measures
- Excessive links by some measures
- Several measures with same number of links

Topological Similarity Measures
- Dissimilar representations of geometry
- Relative comparison
The selection of a suitable distance measure is **unintuitive** even though it is crucial in ensuring the effectiveness of the matching phase in LD workflow.
Adding Functions and Metric Operations

Pre-processing Functions

Currently, LIMES supports the following set of pre-processing functions:

- `nolang` for removing language tags
- `lowercase` for converting the input string into lower case
- `uppercase` for converting the input string into upper case
- `number` for ensuring that only the numeric characters, "," and ",," are contained in the input string
- `replace(String a, String b)` for replacing each occurrence of `a` with `b`
- `regexreplace(String x, String b)` for replacing each occurrence the regular excepession `x` with `b`
- `cleaniri` for removing all the prefixes from IRIs
- `celsius` for converting Fahrenheit to Celsius
- `fahrenheit` for converting Celsius to Fahrenheit
- `removebraces` for removing the braces
- `regularAlphabet` for removing non-alphanumeric characters
- `uriassstring` returns the last part of an URI as a String. Additional parsing _as_ space

Metric Operations

Note that euclidean supports arbitrarily many dimensions. In addition, note that `ADD` allows to define weighted sums as follows: `ADD(0.3*trigrams(x.rdfs:label,y.dc:title)|0.3, 0.7*euclidean(x.lat|x.long,y.latitude|y.longitude)|0.5)`.
Availability of comprehensive documentation and elaborate examples is critical to avoid significant effort being expended in trial and error.
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Conclusion

Discovering the Dataset
- Identifying the dataset
- Accessing the dataset

Finalizing the Link Specification
- Selecting Properties
- Selecting Similarity Measures
- Adding Functions and Metric Operations in LIMES
Questions?

Contact:
Peru Bhardwaj
peru.bhardwaj@adaptcentre.ie